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Abstract—We study the effectiveness of attention augmented
convolutional neural networks for musical instrument identifica-
tion in audio, which is an unsolved problem. Attention augmen-
tation has not previously been applied to this task. The proposed
architecture augments the final convolution modules from a
baseline convolutional template with attention mechanisms. The
network contains five total convolutional modules followed by five
dense layers. The final layer uses softmax output to categorize
19 different orchestral instruments. Attention is introduced to
enhance the network’s ability to extract the casual structure
underlying the formation of the spectrograms. We manipulate
the ratio of attention augmentation to convolution in order to
assess the efficacy of adding attention in this particular task.
Input to the network is a 2D sound spectrogram of a 1s duration
audio file taken from the London Philharmonic Orchestra and
the University of Iowa Musical Instrument datasets. Experiments
use two different spectrogram types, CQT and STFT, to assess
their relative merits. Results show that the networks augmented
with 25% of their filters for attention are able to outperform
their only-convolutional counterparts and achieve 95.09% and
92.40% overall accuracy for STFT and CQT input spectrograms,
respectively. The convolution only models achieve 84.94% and
91.43% accuracy, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have
been applied to the task of musical instrument identification
[1]–[4]. When an audio file contains multiple instruments, the
mixture creates a new, unique timbre that can cause individual
instruments to sound completely different from playing solo.
This creates two distinct research problems for identifying
instruments within a piece: classifying an isolated instrument,
and detecting all or only the predominant instrument in mix-
tures. An ideal solution will satisfy each of these problems, and
can be used in applications like Automatic Music Transcription
[5] and dataset purging [6].

When processing an audio file for instrument recognition, it
is typically converted (preprocessed) to a spectrogram which
takes the form of an image representation, and the spectrogram
is then used as input to the network. Because classification is
then applied to the spectrogram image, CNNs are an obvious
choice to perform this task.

It is believed that CNNs are successful because they recover
the casual model that maps 3D objects in the visual world to
an image projection [7], [8]. However, recovering a casual
model of sound generation in a musical piece from a visual
spectrogram presents more complications. One assumption of

CNNs is that the statistical properties across an input image
are largely uniform and hierarchically local. This may not be
true for the casual structure represented within a spectrogram.
Moving a filter across the y-axis visits image regions whose
properties reflect different aspects of the causal model relating
to changes in the fundamental frequency and harmonics. These
changes appear to deviate from the statistical assumptions of
using a kernel in the first place. Additionally, the spectral
properties of sound are non-local, but rather move according to
a constant relationship. CNN layers, however, impose locality
due to a limited receptive field that makes them unable to
grasp these global contexts.

Although in principle, a CNN could learn to identify mu-
sical instruments from visual correlations in a spectrogram
with their associated instrument, completely ignoring any
casual properties, we hypothesize recovering the casual model
in the internal representations of the network may improve
performance. However, this requires that more representational
power be provided to the network. Attention augmented CNNs
[9] are believed to have more representational capacity, par-
ticularly with respect to non-local relationships in an image.
Consequently, we hypothesize a CNN augmented with at-
tention may offer improved performance over existing CNN
models. Thus, we propose to train attention augmented CNNs
to perform musical instrument identification and evaluate them
on isolated instruments.

Previous musical instrument identification methods have
been trending towards the use of deep learning methods,
specifically CNNs. Attention mechanisms have been shown
to outperform recurrence when tracking long-range depen-
dencies in natural language processing tasks. Despite these
dependencies occurring naturally in music, attention has yet
to be applied to music-related tasks with the only known
occurrence being the Google Brain team’s application to music
generation [10]. Since then, [9] demonstrated that CNNs aug-
mented with attention outperformed non-augmented variants
for image classification tasks. Given the recent success in
using CNNs for musical instrument identification, a natural
next step is to test the impact of an attention augmentation
in this context but it has yet to be done. We propose just this
and report on how attention impacts the task in a single-source
setting by training and comparing multiple networks with
varying levels of attention. Results show augmenting CNNs
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with attention mechanisms aids in the process of identifying
musical instruments with potential to extend to other music
related tasks, laying the groundwork for future research.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II briefly discusses recent methods of musical instrument
identification that use CNNs to familiarize the reader with a
baseline performance level and other background information.
Section III describes the created model in detail. In Section
IV, we describe the experiments run on the model and report
the results. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORKS

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) are among the most
recent deep learning methods applied to the musical instrument
identification task. For instance, [3] created a Deep CNN
(DCNN) to determine an arbitrary number of predominant
instruments from a one-second mixture that outperformed
previous methods proposed by [11] and [12]. Another DCNN
proposed in [4] utilized auxiliary classification based on onset
groups and instrument families to achieve micro and macro F1
scores of 0.685 and 0.597 respectively, an increase of 10.7%
and 16.4% over those achieved in [3].

In contrast to our proposal, some methods circumvent
the limitations of processing spectrograms with CNNs by
changing the input. Park et al. combined spectrograms with
multiresolution recurrence plots (MRP) as input for a CNN to
classify 20 instruments [1]. The MRP addition preserved the
phase information that is typically lost by a spectrogram, and
helped them achieve an error rate of 6.35%. Li et al. created
an end-to-end DCNN utilizing raw audio as input to classify
11 instruments [2]. Their end-to-end approach lets the network
run feature extraction and determine which ones are helpful for
classification. This approach achieved an accuracy of 82.74%
beating their baseline methods. Most recently, [13] augmented
their dataset by applying a variety of mixing methods to make
it more polyphonic and increase its size. They were able to
achieve just above 80% label ranking precision on the IRMAS
dataset, a 2% increase over its predecessors.

Recently, attention mechanisms were introduced [14] and
then popularized [15] to capture long-range dependencies in
sequence modeling tasks like natural language processing. In
[15], they achieved state-of-the-art results in machine trans-
lation without the need for recurrence. They now perform
better than recurrence and have replaced such approaches [16].
Most recently, attention augmented CNNs were introduced
in [9] to capture and represent long-term dependencies in
images. To current knowledge, only a Google Brain team has
applied attention to a music task where the authors created a
music transformer with attention to generate symbolic music
sequences that contained long-term structure [10]. Accord-
ingly, attention has yet to be applied to musical instrument
identification, making our work novel.

The Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT) is a common
audio processing technique which converts a time-domain
signal into the corresponding time-frequency distribution [17].
It uses a constant separation between components, providing

a fixed time-frequency resolution for all types of signals [18],
[19]. However, the fundamental frequencies of music notes are
non-constantly spaced, making some researchers believe this
causes inefficient results in a music setting. The Constant-
Q-Transform (CQT) extends STFT by ensuring the center
frequencies of the bins are geometrically spaced, creating a
constant ratio of frequency to resolution and ensuring the
relative spacing between harmonics remains constant [20].
Depending on the task, one or the other method can prove
better. In practice, few works directly compare the two meth-
ods under a specific task. [21] compared them in a note onset
detection task, though CQT performed better, the results were
not significant enough to qualify it as superior. Since there
is no consensus on which spectrogram type provides better
input for music tasks, we compare both methods in all of our
simulations.

III. PROPOSED MODEL ARCHITECTURE

The proposed architecture is shown in Fig. 1. We augment a
baseline convolutional architecture with attention mechanisms.
The network contains five 2D convolution/attention blocks,
followed by flattening, and then five dense layers using the
ReLu nonlinearity, except for the last dense layer, which uses
softmax for non-exclusively classifying 19 musical instru-
ments. A thorough search of different architectures found that
five convolutional blocks performed the best. To maintain rea-
sonable memory requirements [9], the attention augmentation
is limited to convolution blocks 4 and 5, which have smaller
image representations. The methods in [9] are followed to
implement the attention augmentation. In the figure, Convo-
lution Block Four is expanded to reveal parallel convolution
and attention pathways with the operations labeled ‘Conv
Out’ and ‘2D Attn’ respectively. The blocks also use batch
normalization and max pooling. Except when 1x1 kernels are
used to interface with 2D attention, all convolution filters use
5x5 kernels. The number of filters starts with 32 in the first
convolution block and is doubled for each thereafter, while 2x2
max pooling is simultaneously applied. The first dense layer
has 1024 units and the subsequent layers are consecutively
reduced by two, until the last layer is reached which uses 19
output units.

Input to the network is either a CQT or STFT 2D spec-
trogram whose dimension is (87, 252, 1) or (87, 1025, 1)
respectively. In addition to varying the type of spectrogram
input, the attention-convolution ratio is varied in blocks 4 and
5. This is done by varying the percent of filters allocated
to attention versus those allocated to pure convolution. Ac-
cordingly, for a convolution operation augmented with 25%
attention and having 100 total filters, there are 25 filters for
attention and 75 for convolution. All augmented convolutions
in a given network use the same attention percentage, and we
vary the amount over multiple networks to assess the impact of
the attention augmentation on the task. The different attention
percentages cause the number of trainable parameters to vary
from 55 million to 65 million.
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Fig. 1. Proposed Attention Augmented Deep CNN. The fourth convolution block is expanded, showing split paths for the convolution and attention
augmentation.

Source code for the proposed model is available on
github at https://github.com/Adurnis/Attention-Augmented-
CNN-For-INS-ID.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND METHODS

A. Datasets and Preprocessing

The audio datasets were obtained from the London Phil-
harmonic Orchestra Dataset [22] and the University of Iowa
Musical Instrument Samples [23]. The audio files cover a
variety of playing techniques from 19 orchestral instruments.
Their duration ranges from 0.5 to 5+ seconds. As the goal
of this work is to study and report the efficacy of attention
on identifying musical instruments with CNNs, we chose the
datasets from [22] and [23]. The datasets contain samples
for multiple different percussion instruments, but there are
very few for each individual one. Additionally, they are not
consistent in sound/type to where they can properly be grouped
and contain sufficient samples for classification. Accordingly,
they were excluded from the dataset.

Following the window-size results of [3], we use 1s duration
audio samples as input to the studied networks. Consequently,
shorter files are discarded. Longer files are partitioned into
files of 1s duration. CQT and STFT representations were
created for the audio files using the Python Librosa Library
[24]. The training/test split was randomly sampled at a ratio
of 90/10. Table I shows the sample distributions across the
19 instruments for both the training and testing data. The
training data is further split 90/10 via random sampling for
training/validation, though the distribution is not included for
brevity. These splits ensure the networks are tested on data
that has not previously been seen.

B. Training and other Methods

All models trained are instances of the template shown in
Fig. 1. The attention-to-convolution ratio for the filters was
manipulated, yielding five models having attention percentages
of: 0, 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent. All five were tested with
both CQT and STFT input, yielding ten total models.

The models were implemented in Keras provided by Ten-
sorflow 2.3 and run on a Linux server equipped with a 24Gb
Titan RTX graphics card. Weights and biases were initialized
with the Keras “random normal” initializer using default
settings. A training epoch consisted of all the training data

TABLE I
TEST DATA INSTRUMENT COUNTS

Instrument Training Testing Total

banjo 199 18 217
bass-clarinet 765 78 843
bassoon 970 118 1088
cello 1438 150 1588
clarinet 1510 163 1673
contra-bassoon 1443 132 1575
cor-anglais 1096 132 1228
double-bass 1388 173 1561
flute 1426 148 1574
french-horn 1166 147 1313
guitar 525 59 584
mandolin 188 25 213
oboe 614 80 694
saxophone 1086 128 1214
trombone 885 91 976
trumpet 1020 124 1144
tuba 520 60 580
viola 1251 112 1363
violin 1225 141 1366

Total 18715 2079 20794

with a minibatch size of 16. Training used the Keras Adagrad
optimizer with default settings. A cross-entropy loss function
is used. Training ran for 400 epochs with early stopping when
validation did not improve after 30 epochs. In practice, only
CQT networks surpassed 200 epochs during training, and those
that did showed very little improvement beyond 250 epochs.

Figure 2 shows a sample of how the training and validation
accuracies change as training progresses on STFT and CQT
networks with 25% attention. Both networks in this instance
stopped early after the validation loss did not increase for 30
epochs; the STFT network ran for 72 epochs while the CQT
ran for 257. The figure shows that, for both STFT and CQT
input types, generalization from the training to the validation
sets was robust. This is true at all percentages of attention
tested.

C. Performance Measures

Five performance measures were calculated for each simu-
lation. These were accuracy, precision (Pmacro), recall (Rmacro),
and F1 (both micro and macro). Since instrument samples
were not uniformly represented in the dataset, micro and
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Fig. 2. Training and validation accuracy vs epoch for selected STFT and
CQT models with 25% attention.

TABLE II
RESULTS OVER VARYING ATTENTION AMOUNTS FOR DIFFERENT INPUT

SPECTROGRAMS.

Attention
Ratio

Accuracy Pmacro Rmacro F1micro F1macro

STFT

0% 84.94% 0.7353 0.8504 0.8494 0.7887
25% 95.09% 0.8499 0.8675 0.9509 0.8586
50% 89.71% 0.7535 0.8220 0.8971 0.7863
75% 87.30% 0.6914 0.7583 0.8730 0.7233
100% 87.69% 0.7063 0.7826 0.8769 0.7425

CQT

0% 91.43% 0.7863 0.8388 0.9143 0.8117
25% 92.40% 0.8042 0.8611 0.9240 0.8317
50% 85.26% 0.6483 0.7411 0.8526 0.6916
75% 81.96% 0.6035 0.6996 0.8196 0.6480
100% 81.60% 0.6046 0.6885 0.8160 0.6438

macro measures were used for F1. Micro averages are globally
computed to give more weight to more frequently sampled
classes. Macro averages are calculated on instrument class
averages, thereby removing the frequency bias.

D. Results

The results can be found in Table II. Each network variation
was tested three times, with values reported as averages across
the runs. We find that networks augmented with 25% attention
outperform all other amounts of attention for both input
representations. As the attention level is further increased,
the overall performance of the network diminishes, however,
the results still appear competitive to pure convolution at all
but 75% and 100% attention for CQT input. The attention
augmentation seems to have improved the performance of the
STFT network significantly more than the CQT variant. This
is demonstrated by the significant jump in performance seen
between 0 and 25% attention for the STFT network while
the CQT network only showed a minor boost. Specifically,
STFT with 25% attention saw increases of 15.59%, 2.01%,

11.95%, and 8.86% for Pmacro, Rmacro, F1micro, and F1macro
respectively over the fully convolutional architecture; while
the CQT with 25% attention saw increases of 2.28%, 2.66%,
1.06%, and 1.71%. Additionally, at all amounts of attention the
STFT network outperformed its fully convolutional version,
while the CQT network saw a performance degradation at
any attention level above 25%. We attribute this to the CNN
having the learning capacity to do a good job of capturing
most of the casual properties contained in the underlying
spectrogram. The 25% attention augmentation captures some
of the remaining properties with diminishing returns for larger
proportions of attention. Though full attention outperformed
full convolution on STFT input, the best result coming from
a mixture shows attention cannot fully replace convolution.
Overall, STFT input representations consistently outperformed
CQT on all metrics at multiple attention levels, but the differ-
ence is not significant enough to deem it superior. Interestingly,
the only variant where CQT showed better performance is
the fully convolutional version. This is being attributed to the
CNN being able to better capture and classify the features
by itself on the CQT spectrogram than the STFT version.
When attention augmentation is used, it is believed the long-
distance relationships in the harmonics are better captured
when they are not consistently spaced. Further investigations
are required to confirm this hypothesis, but current results
suggest STFT spectrograms are better than CQT ones as
input for convolutional networks augmented with attention
mechanisms. However, this may prove task-dependent.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we proposed and studied the application of
attention augmented CNNs to a musical instrument identi-
fication task. The networks were trained and evaluated on
1-second sound clips of isolated notes and phrases from 19
unique orchestral instruments from [22] and [23]. Our experi-
mental results found networks augmented with 25% attention
outperformed their fully convolutional counterparts, and this
may open a new frontier in musical instrument identification.
This shows that for our task, attention mechanisms can aug-
ment convolutional mechanisms but they cannot fully replace
them. Specifically, the STFT network saw 11.95% and 8.86%
increases in the F1micro and F1macro values while the CQT
network achieved 1.06% and 2.46%, respectively. Increasing
the attention percentage further proved competitive, but overall
the performance degraded as attention was increased past
25%. A direct comparison between STFT and CQT input
spectrograms was run. We found that STFT outperformed
CQT across multiple levels of attention in all studied cases.
Through this work, we have shown the potential for using
attention augmented CNNs in music-related tasks. Given our
results, we have laid the groundwork for future research to
explore why attention differentially improves STFT more than
CQT, what attention-based learning captures and extend the
model to include testing on the IRMAS dataset.
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